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Sublimative desorption is a process in which desorption of multilayers of an adsorbate precedes melting and
surface diffusion. Here we report on the desorption kinetics of Xe atoms from multilayer coverage studied
using temperature programmed desorption and optical diffraction methods. It is found that decay of the
diffraction peak intensities from multilayer coverage grating during surface heating cannot be explained as
one-dimensional diffusion process. Instead, the diffraction signal follows Xe desorption, as deduced from
simultaneous linear diffraction and desorption measurements. This observation suggests that no macroscopic
two-dimensional melting and diffusion occur in the case of multilayers of Xe before the onset for desorption.
It is concluded that Xe atoms undergo sublimative desorption from the topmost layers. Similar results were
obtained in the case of water multilayers on Rus100d. These results suggest that on solid surfaces the desorp-
tion of multilayers is thermodynamically favorable over surface melting or diffusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Desorption kinetics of submonolayer Xe coverages from
well-defined metallic surfaces has been extensively studied
by several groups, both experimentally and from the theoret-
ical point of view.1–11 It can serve as model system for gas–
surface interaction, and for atomic adsorption. Menzel and
co-workers have studied in great detail several Xe/metal sys-
tems and concluded from the analysis of temperature pro-
grammed desorptionsTPDd that Xe desorbs from metallic
substrates via zero-order kinetics up to multilayer
coverages.1,3,4 Observation of zero-order kinetics at sub-
monolayer coverage has often been rationalized by an adsor-
bate system consisting of two-dimensionals2Dd islands.
These islands coexist in a quasi-equilibrium with single ada-
toms within a “dilute” 2D gas.6–10,12–15Both the 2D con-
densed phase and the 2D gas are in direct contact with the
substrate. This model is generally applicable for submono-
layer coverages. Asadaet al. presented a bilayer model for
zero-order desorption,13 where the two adsorbed phases do
not coexist anymore in a single layer, rather in a double layer
consisting of a first dense layer, and a second, more dilute
one.

The diffusion of submonolayer Xe on metallic surfaces
has been studied as well in recent years. Understanding the
diffusion of rare gas atoms on metals continues to serve as
model for crystal growth and surface diffusion processes in
general. Employing the hole refilling method by laser in-
duced thermal desorptionsLITD d, George and co-workers
have investigated the submonolayer xenon diffusion on a
stepped Pts11,11,9d surface.16 Both the diffusion and desorp-
tion rates were found to be independent of Xe coverage. A
relatively high barrier for diffusion of 2.8 kcal/mol was
reported, considering that the activation energy and
heat of vaporization for multilayer desorption are
3.6±0.2 kcal/mol.1,3,4These authors concluded that both dif-
fusion and desorption originate from 2D islands. In a more
recent study, Thomaset al. used linear diffraction from a Xe
coverage grating to follow the submonolayer diffusion on a

Nbs110d surface, and found a barrier for diffusion of only
1.25 kcal/mol.17 However, to our knowledge, no study to
date has addressed the 2D melting and diffusion of
multilayer xenon on surfaces.

In addition to its basic importance, the desorption and
diffusion kinetics of multilayer Xe on surfaces plays an im-
portant role in buffer layer assisted growth18–22 and laser
patterning23–26 of metals on surfaces. Used as physisorbed
buffer layer between the substrate and metal to be deposited,
it induces the formation of abrupt interfaces, resulting in the
growth of metallic nanoclusters on any substrate, whose size
can be controlled by variation of thickness of the Xe buffer
layer. It is also the basis for the formation of well-defined
submicron range variable width metallic wires, employing
LITD of the Xe buffer layer and the metal layer on top.
Understanding the diffusion and desorption kinetics of
multilayer Xe can therefore provide critical information on
the coalescence and deposition mechanism of the metal film
on a surface, and the parameters that control it.

Optical linear diffraction from a coverage density modu-
lation sgratingd over a solid substrate prepared via LITD is a
macroscopic method well suited for the investigation of rare
gas diffusion.27–30,17 This method, combined with simulta-
neous mass spectrometry, is the focus of this work, where we
have investigated the desorption and diffusion kinetics of
multilayer Xe and that of water on Rus100d single crystal
surface.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup was described in detail
elsewhere.23,24,31Briefly, an ultrahigh vacuum chamber at a
base pressure of 3310−10 mbar was used, equipped with a
600 eV Ne+ sputter gun for sample cleaning, a quadrupole
mass spectrometersQMSd for temperature programmed de-
sorptionsTPDd, LEED, and a Kelvin probe for work function
change measurements. The mass spectrometer was enclosed
in a glass shroud that could be brought to within 1 mm
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s±0.05 mmd from the sample surface. The Rus100d sample
f6.5 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness oriented within 0.1° from
its s100d crystallographic planeg was mounted on a cryogenic
cold headsAPD Inc.d, with minimum sample temperature of
20 K. Temperature measurements were performed using a
calibrated W26%Re vs W5%Re thermocouple junction, spot
welded to the sample edge.32 It was calibrated against
DP-TPD of multilayer CO at a heating rate of 1 K/s. The
TPD was found identical to that previously published in the
literature.4 Temperature control is achieved by resistively
heating the metallic sample, with thermal stability of about
±0.3 K, and absolute accuracy of about ±1 K over the tem-
perature range 20–1000 K. After sputter cleaning and flash
heating to 1620 K, the sample was cooled back to 20 K and
exposed to Xe gass99.999% pured, by back filling the cham-
ber to s5310−9–5310−8d mbar Xe. An attempt to use a
capillary dozer resulted in experimental artifacts apparently
due to inhomogeneous coverage on the surface.

Diffusion measurements were performed by monitoring
the decay of the first-order optical linear diffraction signal
generated by Xe periodic coverage density modulationsgrat-
ingd, as a function of surface temperature. Ap-polarized
pulsed Nd-YAG lasers10 ns pulse durationd at its fundamen-
tal wavelength of 1064 nm was used for coverage grating
formation via LITD.23–31 It was formed by overlapping a
split laser pulse on the sample surface at an angle ofu
= ±6.0° with respect to the surface normal, resulting in cov-
erage grating period of 5mm. Absorbed laser power density
was typically 2 MW/cm2, equally divided between the two
overlapping beams. During the grating formation process,
the laser pulse that strikes the sample causes a sudden pres-
sure burst in the vacuum chamber, which is proportional to
the initial Xe multilayer coverage. This can be used as an
indirect calibration of the Xe layer thickness. The probe laser
for optical linear diffraction27 was a cw 5 mW nonfocused,
p-polarized HeNe Laser, at incident angle of 50°. The cw
probe beam did not affect in any way the substrate tempera-
ture. Its effect on the diffusion measurements can therefore
be neglected.

Simultaneous measurements of the optical linear diffrac-
tion intensity and TPD were performed. The decay of the
first-order linear diffraction signal caused by evaporation of
the periodic coverage modulation was recorded while the
quadrupole mass spectrometer monitored the desorption of
Xe atoms from the surface, both during surface temperature
ramp.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Desorption experiments

TPD spectra of Xe from the Rus100d surface were re-
corded for different initial Xe coverages, at a linear heating
rate of 1 K/s sFigs. 1 and 2d. The desorption spectra are
typical and look similar to those reported previously in the
literature over the hexagonal Rus001d surface.4 The first
monolayer of Xe desorbs from the ruthenium surface around
93 K. Unlike the desorption kinetics of Xe from the Rus001d
surface, it does not obey zero-order kinetics on the Rus100d
surface as deduced from the relevant submonolayer TPD line

shapes. In addition, the spectrum quality depends on back-
ground gases. For example, trace desorption from the surface
is observable at a temperature higher than the peak desorp-
tion temperature, with a small desorption hump at 135 K.
This peak is sensitive to the crystal quality, i.e., before or
after sputter cleaning and flash heating to 1620 K. This high
temperature peak vanishes in the presence of coadsorbed CO
and H2 impurities that may block such defect sites. The ac-
tivation energy for desorption of the first layer is
s6.3±0.1d kcal/mol, with a preexponential factor of 1
31012 s−1. These values are obtained from full TPD line
shape analysis.4 The second layer is well separated from the
multilayer peak, desorbing between 57 and 67 K, and is
characterized by an activation energy for desorption of
3.9 kcal/mol, with a preexponential factor of 131013 s−1.
Recent LEED experiments suggested a phase transition be-
tween the second adsorbed Xe layer and those above it.11

Similar behavior was experimentally observed also in the
TPD of Xe from Pts997d.1

Onset for the desorption of third and thicker Xe layers
smultilayerd is observed already at 55 K. It fits well zero-

FIG. 1. TPD of 1.2–2.5ML Xe from Rus100d, performed at a
heating rate of 1 K/s.

FIG. 2. TPD of multilayer Xe from Rus100d, in the range 3.5–12
ML xenon, at a heating rate of 1 K/s.
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order desorption kinetics, as shown in Fig. 2, with an activa-
tion energy ofs3.5±0.1d kcal/mol, assuming a preexponen-
tial factor of 131013 ML/s, in agreement with previous
studies on other metallic surfaces and the heat of sublimation
from solid Xe.1–4As coverage increases, the desorption peak
overlaps the second layer peak, resulting in a broad TPD
spectrum.

B. Diffusion measurements

Understanding the mechanism of multilayer Xe diffusion
may contribute to our ability to manipulate and control the
growth of metallic layers deposited on top.13–18An attempt to
measure the diffusion of multilayer Xe over micrometer
range requires one to record optical linear diffraction spectra
from a multilayer coverage grating. The formation of such
adsorbate grating was explained in Sec. II, with further de-
tails in Refs. 23 and 24. A diffraction spectrum from such a
coverage density modulation at 20 K is shown in Fig. 3.
Based on standard simulations of the LITD process33,34using
desorption kinetics parameters of the multilayer Xe from
Rus100d, we could generate coverage grating profiles that
produce qualitatively similar diffraction pattern, via Fourier
analysis, as in the experiment. An example of a calculated
profile of this kind is demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 3sthe
coverage scale is normalized to the full multilayer of 60 ML
Xed.

Beginning with a Xe coverage grating on the surface, dif-
fusion is expected to commence by gradually filling the pe-
riodic troughs, thus smearing out the overall grating profile
in time, as schematically described in Fig. 4sad. One can
follow the diffusion process by recording the decay of high
order diffraction peaks. The one-dimensional Ficks’ second
diffusion equation dictates that in the case of one-
dimensional diffusionsperpendicular to the troughsd, the
first-order diffraction signal should decay exponentially, as
long as the lateral interactions among neighbors can be
ignored:27,33–36

]usxd
]t

=
]

]x
HDfus0dg

]usxd
]x

J . s1d

In the case of multilayer Xe as in this case,us0d represent
the full multilayer coverage. The diffusion coefficient in such
cases is expected to be independent of the layer thickness.
The nth Fourier component of the adsorbate density grating
squared is proportional to the experimentally determined op-
tical linear diffraction signal:27

Snstd = Snst = 0dexps− 2p2n2Dt/w2d, s2d

whereSnstd is the signal intensity at timet, Snst=0d the initial
signal intensity,n the diffraction order,w the grating period
determined by Bragg equationsw=l /2 sinud, andD is the
chemical diffusion coefficient.

Isothermal decay curves of the first-order optical linear
diffraction signal at different temperatures in the range
55–60 K are shown in Fig. 5, all at identical initial Xe cov-

FIG. 3. Optical linear diffraction spectrum obtained from 60 ML
Xe coverage grating. Incident angle between the LITD laser beams
was 6°, and incident angle of the He–Nes5 mWd laser for detection
was 50°. The inset shows thesnormalizedd coverage grating profile
obtained from Fourier analysis of the diffracted peak intensities.

FIG. 4. Schematic diffusion mechanism vs desorption of multi-
layers Xe on surfaces:sad From an initial coverage gratings1d one
expects a gradual filling of the grating troughss2d eventual smear-
ing out of the periodic modulations3d. sbd From an initial coverage
grating s1d, the Xe desorbs only from the outer layer, therefore the
grating profile shrinks and the troughs become effectively widers2d,
finally the Xe layer thickness fully shrinkss3d.
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erage of 60 ML. The diffraction signal initially increases
before decay takes over. It seems to correlate with the width
of the grating troughs that is dictated by the laser power. At
laser power above 4 MW/cm2 this initial increase vanishes.
The decay has an initial temperature-dependent linear section
that changes into an exponential form at longer timesssee
Fig. 5d.

Generally, diffusion of adsorbates on surfaces at sub-
monolayer coverages initiates at temperatures well below de-
sorption temperatures, as the activation energy for diffusion
is usually lower than that for desorption.37 For example the
onset for micrometer scale diffusion of submonolayer cover-
age of CO on Pts111d38 is below 150 K while desorption
does not take place before 400 K. Similarly, K on
Cr2O3s0001d diffuses at 200 K while the onset for desorption

is only above 300 K.31 Similar behavior is also observed for
the LITD diffusional refilling of Xe on the stepped
Pts11,11,9d, where submonolayer diffusion over micrometer
range starts already near 55 K while desorption onset is only
at 85 K.16 In contrast, the Xe multilayer system stays immo-
bile up to very close to the desorption temperature. As a
result there is practically no change in the first-order signal
intensity at temperatures below the onset for Xe desorption.
The temperature at which the decay of the first-order diffrac-
tion peak initiates, coincides with the onset for multilayer Xe
desorption. Moreover, from the spectra shown in Fig. 5 it is
evident that the signal does not follow any single or double
exponential decay, as expected from the second Fick diffu-
sion equation. This suggests that the diffraction signal fol-
lows desorption that takes place directly from the Xe
troughs, rather than “melting” and diffusion of the multilayer
Xe on the Ru surface. This is schematically shown in Fig. 4.
The small hump observed at the initial stages of the decay
shown in Fig. 5sfor cases where the grating generation laser
power was kept below 4 MW/cm2d may then be explained
by Xe desorption from the coverage gratingfFig. 4sbdg. The
desorption process that takes place at the outermost layer of
the patterned Xe, leads to an effective widening of the ab-
lated grating troughs. According to LITD coupled to Fourier
analysis this leads to an enhancement of the first-order opti-
cal diffraction signal, as detected, before decay takes over
and dominates.

C. Diffusion versus desorption

In order to better understand the origin of the decay
curves presented in Fig. 5, simultaneous detection of the two
competing processes of multilayer melting/diffusion and de-
sorption was set-up. Following Xe coverage grating forma-
tion, the sample was rotated in front of the quadrupole mass
spectrometersQMSd. The first-order linear diffraction signal
was recorded at an angle of incidence of 50°, while the
sample temperature was ramped. This way TPD and optical
diffraction were simultaneously measured to ensure accurate
temperature recording for both processes.

Two spectra of this kind are demonstrated in Fig. 6, em-
ploying laser power of 2.5 MW/cm2 over 60 ML Xe. Both
signals were normalized to their respective maximum signal
intensity for clarity purposes. The derivative of the diffrac-
tion signal snormalizedd as a function of temperature was
also plotted together with the original signals. As discussed
earlier, there is no change in the first-order diffraction signal
up to the Xe desorption onset near 60 K, as magnified in the
inset of Fig. 6. The diffraction signal changessinitially rising
then it decaysd only as the QMS intensity rises, i.e., as Xe
desorbs and its coverage on the surface gradually vanishes.
The linear diffraction signal emerges as an early, noninvasive
and convenient probe for the desorption of multilayer xenon.

A clear indication of the sublimative desorption behavior
of Xe is revealed by plotting the first-order diffraction de-
rivative together with the Xe TPD. The derivative peak co-
incides with the desorption peak at 73 K. The disappearance
of the grating pattern cannot, therefore, arise from smearing
out its coverage modulation as a result of 2D melting or

FIG. 5. Isothermal decays of the first-order optical linear diffrac-
tion peak from a Xe coverage grating at the indicated desorption
temperatures. The spectra cannot be fitted to a single or double
exponent, as expected for surface diffusion, see the text.

FIG. 6. Xe TPD at a heating rate of 1 K/s, combined with
optical linear diffraction signal and its derivative. Initial Xe depo-
sition was of 60 ML, followed by Xe coverage grating formation
via LITD. The derivative of the diffraction signal suggests that the
linear diffraction follows desorption rather than diffusion. Inset: De-
sorption onset vs linear diffraction intensity change.
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lateral diffusion, but rather it is due to evaporation of the Xe
layers, as expected in the case of sublimative desorption
event.

Isothermal desorption experiments were performed in or-
der to confirm the sublimative desorption nature of
multilayer xenon. Combined with linear diffraction measure-
ments from the xenon coverage grating, isothermal desorp-
tion spectra of 100 ML xenon at different temperatures were
recorded. The results are displayed in Fig. 7. Constant de-
sorption ratestime invariant QMS signald has been observed,
consistent with zero-order desorption kinetics. The overall
integral of the signal intensity is equal for all graphs, corre-
sponding to the desorption of 100 ML Xe. However the in-
tensity of the QMS signal, and the overall desorption time
stime for signal to vanishd depends on the isothermal desorp-
tion temperature. The spectra in Fig. 7 were normalized for
comparisonsnote the improving signal to noise ratio at
higher temperatured. The linear diffraction signal, recorded
along with the QMS signal, decays roughly linearly during
the xenon isothermal desorption period, with faster decay at
higher temperature, reflecting the faster desorption rate as the
temperature increases. The diffraction signal vanishes before
the desorption process terminates, however linear diffraction
traces exist down to monolayer thickness. The dependence of

optical diffraction peak intensity on the Xe layer thickness is
currently not well understood, but qualitatively its intensity
increases linearly with the initial Xe layer thickness.

In order to confirm from yet another experimental point of
view that no diffusion occurs on the surface prior to desorp-
tion of the multilayer xenon, the second-order linear diffrac-
tion signal was recorded both in isothermal and TPD modes,
together with the mass spectrometer signal. If any diffusion
takes place during the desorption process, the second-order
signal should decay faster than the first order, as expected
from Eq.s2d, and has been demonstrated in the literature.33,36

Isothermal desorption spectra of 100 ML Xe from a coverage
grating, recorded simultaneously with the second-order lin-
ear diffraction signal, are shown in Fig. 8. The decay signal
of the first-order diffraction at identical parameterssi.e.,
same temperature, laser power for grating, and initial Xe
coveraged is also shown, for comparison. Both signals decay
at the same rate, and the intensity ratio of second/first dif-
fraction peaks remains practically constant during the entire
isothermal desorption of the multilayer Xe. This indicates
that the profile of the grating pattern is conserved during the
desorption process. In other words, no surface melting or
diffusion takes place.

Theses experiments suggest the fact that the optical dif-
fraction measurements from xenon coverage grating follow
desorption rather than surface diffusion, as schematically
presented in Fig. 4sbd versus Fig. 4sad. This can be consid-
ered a sublimative desorption process which may affect the
growth mechanism of such noble gas layers on surfaces in
general. Indeed, the lack of diffusion avoids any adsorbate
2D melting and rearrangement on the surface. For the re-
versed process of growth it may result in a rough three-
dimensionals3Dd growth sStranski–Krastanovd rather than
smooth layer by layer growth mode on solid surfaces. This
means that the desorption mechanism and kinetics could de-
pend on the growth mode. Indeed, using a retractable 1/4 in.

FIG. 7. Isothermal desorption vs the first-order linear diffraction
from a multilayer Xe coverage grating, at the indicated tempera-
tures. Initial Xe coverage was 100 ML, heating rate from 20 K to
the indicated temperature used for isothermal desorption was
3 K/s.

FIG. 8. Isothermal desorption vs thefirst- and second-order
linear diffraction from a multilayer Xe coverage grating, at the in-
dicated temperatures. Initial Xe coverage is 100 ML, heating rate
from 20 K to the indicated temperature used for isothermal desorp-
tion was 3 K/s. The decay rate of the second-order diffraction is
nearly identical to the first order, indicating that the shape of the
grating pattern is effectively unchanged during the desorption
process.
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tube dozer of Xe instead of uniformly adsorbing Xe by back-
filling the vacuum chamber with a leak valve, inhomoge-
neous deposition of the gas occurred. An erroneous fractional
desorption order was obtained following this growth mode,
as deduced from TPD and isothermal desorption measure-
mentssnot shownd.

In spite of what is stated above, it needs to be emphasized
that due to sensitivity limitations in our diffraction peak in-
tensity measurements, we cannot rule out diffusion at the
submonolayer level before the multilayer desorption has
been completed.

D. Is sublimative desorption unique to Xe

A similar measurement has been performed using a 60
ML amorphous solid watersASWd layer on top of the same
Ru s100d sample. This is shown in Fig. 9. Very similar results
were obtained, except that the temperature at which the dif-
fraction signal starts to decay shifts toward the onset of ASW
desorption near 150 K. The linear diffraction signal initiates
its decay at the beginning of the water desorption process
only. This suggests that the same sublimative desorption pro-
cess dominates multilayer water desorption as well. Interest-
ingly, the amorphous to crystalline phase transition of the
ASW during heating and its initial desorption is clearly ob-
served simultaneously by the mass spectrometer and very
sensitively via the first-order linear diffraction signal. This is
highlighted in the inset of Fig. 9.

These results indicate that sublimative desorption is not a
process unique to multilayer Xe, but may be a general be-
havior of multilayer adsorbates on surfaces.

In both Xe and H2O on the Ru surfaces, it is known that
submonolayer adsorbates readily diffuse upon heating,
namely a smaller barrier for diffusion than for desorption
drives coverage gratings toward one-dimensional surface dif-
fusion prior to desorption.27–38 In these cases one does not
expect sublimative desorption as defined earlier.

The question arises how many layers are necessary in

order to shift the competing processes of diffusionssub-
monolayerd versus desorptionsmultilayersd in favor of sub-
limative desorption. We could not directly address this fun-
damental question due to experimental difficulties.

A simple estimate can, however, be made in order to
evaluate this minimum number of layers. Consider a grating
made of 50% covered area that is formed by four layers of
Xe. If diffusion takes place, on average one may assume that
the top two layers will cover the empty troughs of the grat-
ing. This will result in energy gain that is equivalent to the
difference between the binding energy of the two first layers
and that of the third layersor mored, all of them can be
considered bound by the enthalpy of sublimationsDHsub

=3.6 kcal/mold. The first two layers are bound stronger,
about the average valuesDHavd of the heat of adsorption of
the first sDHads=6.5 kcal/mold and the second layersDHads

,4.8 kcal/mold, resulting inDHav=5.6 kcal/mol. If, how-
ever, the top two layers will desorb or sublime, the Gibbs
free energy gain of the system will be entirely due to the
entropy gain resulting from the change from solid to gas
phase. This value can be estimated asDSsub/ layer
=DHsub/Tsub=3600/60=60 cal/mol K layer. In order for the
system to thermodynamically favor sublimation over diffu-
sion, the free energy gain from sublimative desorptionsgiven
by the enthalpy of sublimation times the number of layersd
should be larger than the enthalpy of adsorptionslimited to
the first two layersd. It turns out that at least three layers are
necessary for this condition to hold.

In a related experiment, concerned with collision-induced
desorption of multilayers of ASW from Rus001d,39,40 it was
concluded that at thicknesses above three to four layers, ex-
traordinary stability and resilience against collision-induced
desorption has been observed. It may therefore be that in the
case of lateral motion and diffusion to smear out the cover-
age grating profile, at least three to four layers are necessary
to make the thermodynamic switch that favors sublimative
desorption over surface diffusion. It is expected that the
number of layers necessary for favoring sublimative desorp-
tion would depend somewhat on the chemical nature of the
adsorbatesstrength of lateral attraction between neighborsd
and also to a lesser extent on the coverage grating profile
sthat can be manipulated by the LITD laser powerd.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The desorption of multilayer Xe from Rus100d and its
potential diffusion have been investigated, using TPD and
isothermal desorption combined with optical linear diffrac-
tion from a multilayer Xe coverage modulation. Multilayer
Xe desorption obeys zero-order rate law, as expected. How-
ever, the optical diffraction studies indicate that 2D melting
and diffusion of the multilayer coverage modulation does not
occur prior to or during desorption. It has been demonstrated
that the decay of the optical linear diffraction signals follow
a desorption process rather than diffusion. This behavior
leads to the conclusion that Xe atoms sublimatively desorb
from the multilayer structured Xe film without going through
an intermediate surface “melting,” a typical step preceding
submonolayer desorption from surfaces.

FIG. 9. CombinedDp-TPD with first-order optical linear dif-
fraction signal from a coverage grating of 60 ML H2O on Rus100d.
Heating rate was 1 K/s.
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Similar behavior has been found with amorphous solid
water multilayers on the same ruthenium surface. This obser-
vation suggests that the sublimative desorption defined here
is in fact a rather general phenomenon characteristic of
multilayer desorption kinetics from solid surfaces. The ther-
modynamic explanation for the lack of melting and diffusion
in favor of sublimative desorption in multilayers is predicted
to take over at layers thicker than 3 ML, in the cases of Xe
and H2O on Rus100d.
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